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Gevrey class or ultradistribution solutions
to Cauchy and boundary value problems




Consider the Gevrey ultradierentiable function or ultradistribution solution sheaf com-
plexes to a system of analytic linear dierential equations. Then a bound of their microsup-
ports is obtained for under an irregularity condition along a regular involutive submanifold. As
applications, the unique solvability theorems are obtained for non-characteristic Cauchy and
boundary value problems under conditions of the irregularity above and a (weak) hyperbolicity.
Details will be appeared in a forthcoming paper.
Introduction
In Algebraic Analysis, a system of holomorphic linear dierential equations on a
complex manifold X is exactly a coherent Module M over the Ring DX of holomor-
phic linear dierential operators (in this paper, we shall write a Ring or a Module
with capital letters respectively, instead of a sheaf of rings or a sheaf of left modules).
Especially in this theory, we can study the non-characteristic Cauchy and boundary
value problems satisfactorily in the case of hyperfunction solutions. For example, let
us recall known-results concerning the boundary value problems. Suppose that the
boundary is real analytic and non-characteristic for the system. Then all the hyper-
function solutions have their boundary values as hyperfunction solutions to the inverse
image on the boundary, and the local uniqueness (the Holmgren type) theorem holds
(see for example Komatsu-Kawai [22] and Schapira [27] for a single equation case with
one-codimensional boundary, and Oaku-Yamazaki [23] for a system case with higher-
codimensional boundary). Moreover, the unique solvability theorems are obtained for
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Cauchy and boundary value problems under a (weak) hyperbolicity condition (see for
example Kashiwara-Schapira [15]).
On the other hand, the microsupport theory due to Kashiwara-Schapira gave a new
insight and powerful method to algebraic analysis: LetM be a paracompact real analytic
manifold, and X a complexication of M . Let us denote by SS() the microsupport.




  T M \ CTMX(ChM ):(0.1)
Here BM denotes the sheaf on M of Sato hyperfunctions, ChM the characteristic
variety of M , and CTMX
(ChM ) the normal cone of ChM along T MX (see x 2 for
the notation). Many results (such as above-mentioned facts) can be derived from the
estimate (0.1) by making use of functorial and geometrical arguments developed by
Kashiwara-Schapira (see [16]).
Next, we replace BM by the sheaf DbM of Schwartz distributions on M . Then al-
though an estimate corresponding to (0.1) does not hold in general, Kashiwara-Monteiro
Fernandes-Schapira [13] showed that if M has regular singularities along a C-conic
closed regular involutive submanifold  of T X in the sense of Kashiwara-Oshima [14]
and ChM   (in particular, suppM   \ T XX), then:
(0.2) SS(RHomDX(M ;DbM ))  T
M \ CTMX():
In this paper, we state the counterpart of (0.2) for Gevrey (ultradierentiable)
functions or ultradistributions, replacing the condition of regular singularities by that of
irregularities. Here we remark that several denitions of irregularities are proposed for
coherent D-Modules. In this paper, we shall follow the denition of Honda [8], which
is a natural generalization of the notion of regular singularities in the sense of [14] and
Kashiwara-Kawai [12]. Further as applications, we consider non-characteristic Cauchy
and boundary value problems for Gevrey function or ultradistribution solutions, and
prove the unique solvability theorem under conditions of the irregularity above and a
(weak) hyperbolicity.
In order to treat distributions and C1 functions from the microlocal point of view,
Andronikof [1] and Colin [6] dened the microlocalization functors respectively in the
framework of subanalytic categories (cf. Prelli [24]). However at this stage, to Gevrey
functions or ultradistributions, the corresponding theories of microlocalization do not
exist in this framework for technical diculties (cf. Honda-Morando [9], Hormander
[10]). Therefore we estimate directly the microsupports of Gevrey function or ultradis-
tribution solution sheaf complexes. In the last section, we treat distribution solutions
specially. Details of this article will be appeared in a forthcoming paper ([30]).
Finally it should be mentioned that in a single equation case, Uchikoshi [29] intro-
duced a precise irregularity and proved the unique solvability theorem for hyperbolic
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Cauchy problem in the category of ultradistributions from the microlocal point of view
(see also references cited in [29]).
x 1. Preliminaries
Our general references in this paper are Kashiwara [11] and Kashiwara-Schapira
[16].
We denote by Z, Q, R and C the sets of all the integers, rational numbers, real
numbers and complex numbers respectively. Moreover we set N := fn 2 Z; n > 1g,
N0 := N [ f0g, R>0 := fr 2 R; r > 0g and C := Cr f0g.
Let A be a Ring on a topological space. We denote by Mod(A) the category of
A-Modules, and by Modcoh(A) the full subcategory of Mod(A) consisting of coherent
A-Modules. Further we denote by Db(A) the bounded derived category of complexes
of A-Modules, and by Dbcoh(A) the full subcategory of Db(A) consisting of objects with
coherent cohomologies. Let C be any of Mod(A), Modcoh(A), Db(A) or Dbcoh(A). By
the abuse of the notation, we write simply F 2 C if F is an object of C on an open
subset.
In this paper, all the manifolds are assumed to be paracompact. If p : E ! Z is a
vector bundle over a manifold Z, we set _p : _E := ErZ ! Z (the zero-section removed).
Moreover for any conic subset V  E, we set _V := V \ _E. Throughout this paper, M
denotes a real analytic manifold, and X a complexication ofM . Let X : T
X ! X be
the cotangent bundle. We denote by OX the Ring of holomorphic functions, and by DX
the Ring of holomorphic linear dierential operators on X respectively. Let EX be the
Ring of microdierential operators on T X and fEX (m)gm2Z the usual order ltration
on EX (see [26] or [28]). In particular, DX (m) := EX (m)

X .
Let N be a d-codimensional real analytic closed submanifold ofM , and f : N ,!M
the embedding. Let Y denote a complexication of N in X. We keep the same notation
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Here  etc. are canonical projections, iN , iM and i are zero-section embeddings, and 
means that the square is Cartesian.







Further, we set DfF := HDfF , in particular, set DfF := H0DfF . Here
DY!X := OY 

f 1OX
f  1DX is the transfer (DY ; f











Here and in what follows, we often omit the symbol  1X etc. by the abuse of the notation.
Note that since EX is at over 
 1
X DX , we have H
(EF ) = EH(F ): In particular, if













(A) is a closed cone of TTMX
T X. Take a local coordinate system
(z; ) = (x+
p 1 y;  + p 1 )
in T X, where T MX is dened by fy = 0;  = 0g. By this coordinate system, we identify
TTMX
T X with T X, hence we use (x;
p 1 y; ;p 1 ) as the coordinate system of
TTMX
T X. By [16, Proposition 4.1.2], we see that (x0;
p 1 y0; 0;
p 1 0) 2 CTMX(A)
if and only if there exist sequences f(zn; n)g1n=1  A and fcng1n=1  R>0 such that
(zn; n)  !n (x0;
p 1 0); cn(yn; n)  !n (y0; 0):
There exists a canonical inclusion T M ,! TTMXT
X which is described by (x; ) 7!
(x; 0; ; 0) in local coordinates above (see [16]). Then (x0; 0) 2 T M \CTMX(A) if and
only if there exists a sequence f(zn; n)g1n=1  A such that
(xn +
p 1 yn; n)  !n (x0; 0; 0); jynj jnj  !n 0:
Let V be a C-conic closed subset of T X. Recall that f : N ,!M (or simply N)
is said to be hyperbolic for V if
(1.1) _T NM \ CTMX(V ) = ;:
1.1. Remark. (1) (N 
Y
T YX)\ _V = ; holds under the assumption (1.1). Since
both N 
Y
T YX and V are closed, we may assume that T





(2) It is well known ([26], [28]) that if Y is non-characteristic for M 2 Dbcoh(DX);
that is, if _T YX \ f  1 ChM = ;, it follows that DfM 2 Dbcoh(DY ) and
DfM = DfH(M ):
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Hence, if moreover M 2 Modcoh(DX), then DfM = DfM 2 Modcoh(DY ). If Y is
non-characteristic for M 2 Modcoh(EX); that is, if _T YX \ f  1 suppM = ;, it follows
that
MY := fd(EY!X 

f 1 EX





is a coherent EY -Module. Moreover if Y is non-characteristic for M 2 Modcoh(DX),
then E(DfM ) ' (EM )Y :
x 2. Denition of Irregularities
Let OTX (i) denote the subsheaf of OTX of sections with homogenous of degree i
for ber variables. For  = (1; : : : ; l) 2 N l0, we set jj :=
lP
j=1
j . Take  2 Q with
1 6  < 1. Let V be a C-conic closed regular or maximally degenerate involutive
submanifold of _T X. We set
IV := ff 2 OTX ; f

V  0g;
IV := fP 2 EX (1); 1(P ) 2 IV \ OTX (1)g:
Here m(P ) 2 OTX (m) denotes the principal symbol of P 2 EX (m).







EX (m i) I iV  EX :
Here if i 6 0, we set I iV := EX (0).
We recall an explicit expression of E
()
V :
2.2. Denition. Let V be a C-conic closed regular or maximally degenerate
involutive submanifold of _T X and p0 2 V . We say that an l-tuple (P1; : : : ; Pl) is a
system of involutive coordinate operators (at p0) if
(1) Pj 2 EX (1)r EX (0) for each j, and [Pj ; Pk] = 0 for any 1 6 j; k 6 l;
(2) (1(P1); : : : ; 1(Pl)) 2 (OTX (1))l forms a basis of IV in a neighborhood of p0.
Using a system of involutive coordinate operators (P1; : : : ; Pl), we can represent
E
()









Here P := P
1
1   Pll , and [] := maxfm 2 N0; m 6 g. The right-hand side
of (2.1) does not depend on the choice of a system of involutive coordinate operators.
Indeed, if ( eP1; : : : ; ePl) is another system of involutive coordinate operators at p0, then














We can see that any (germ of) quantized contact transformation acts on E
()
V as a Ring
isomorphism.
2.3. Remark. The following properties are easy to prove:
(1) E
(1)
V coincides with EV due to Kashiwara-Oshima [14].
(2) If  6 0, EX (0)jV  E (
0)
V  E ()V  EX jV (sub-Rings), and E ()V is a left and right
EX (0)-Module.
Further, we can prove:
2.4. Proposition. (1) E
()
V is a Noetherian Ring in the sense of [16, Denition
11.1.1] (hence coherent).
(2) Any coherent EX-Module is pseudocoherent as an E
()
V -Module.
2.5. Proposition. LetM 2Modcoh(EX) on an open subset 
 of _T X, and V a
C-conic closed regular or maximally degenerate involutive submanifold of _T X. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) For any p 2 
, there exist an open neighborhood U of p and an E ()V

U sub-Module
L MU such that L 2Modcoh(EX (0)) and EXL =M.
(2) For any open subset U  
 and any coherent EX (0)






V N 2Modcoh(EX (0)).
(3) For any open subset U  
, every coherent E ()V

U sub-Module N M

U is EX (0)-
coherent.
The proof is same as in that of [14, Theorem 1.7].
2.6. Remark. The equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.5 are invariant under
any quantized contact transformation, since E
()
V is stable under any quantized contact
transformation.
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2.7. Denition ([8], cf. [3]). Let V be a C-conic closed regular or maximally
degenerate involutive submanifold of _T X.
(1) Let M 2 Modcoh(EX) on an open subset of _T X. Then we say that M has
irregularities at most  along V if the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.5 are
satised.
(2) Let M 2 Dbcoh(EX) on an open subset of _T X. Then we say that M has
irregularities at most  along V if so does each cohomology Hj(M).
2.8. Remark (see [8]). We collect some results about irregularities:
(1) IfM has irregularities at most  along V , suppM  V in _T X (see [12, Lemma
1.1.13]).
(2) Let V  V1 be two C-conic closed regular or maximally degenerate involutive
submanifolds of _T X. Assume that M has irregularities at most  along V . Then M
has irregularities at most  along V1 since E
()
V1
 E ()V .
(3) Let 0 ! M0 ! M ! M00 ! 0 be an exact sequence in Modcoh(EX). Then M
has irregularities at most  along V if and only if both M0 and M00 have irregularities
at most  along V (see [12, Proposition 1.1.14]).
In general, let M0 !M!M00 +1  ! be a distinguished triangle in Dbcoh(EX). Then
if any two objects have irregularities at most  along V , so does the rest one.
2.9. Denition (cf. [13]). Let V be a C-conic closed regular or maximally
degenerate involutive submanifold of _T X, and M 2 Dbcoh(DX). Then we say that M
has irregularities at most  along V if so does EM .
For any object F of Db(M), we denote by SS(F ) the microsupport of F which is a
closed conic involutive subset of T M and dened as follows:
Let p be a point of T M . Then p =2 SS(F ) if the following condition holds: there
exists a neighborhood U of p in T M such that for any x0 2 M and any real valued
real analytic function  dened on a suciently small neighborhood of x0 satisfying
 (x0) = 0 and (x0; d (x0)) 2 U , we have
R fx; (x)>0g(F )x0 = 0:
Note that SS(F ) \ T MM = suppF .
2.10. Remark. (1) Assume that M 2 Dbcoh(DX) has irregularities at most 
along V . Then by Remark 2.8 (1) and [16, Theorem 11.3.3], we have
SS(RHomDX(M ;OX)) = ChM  V [ suppM :
(2) Let   T X. Note that M is said to be regular along  in the sense [13] if
M has irregularities at most 1 along _ and ChM   (i.e. suppM   \ T XX).
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2.11. Example. Let us set X := Cn and p0 := (0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0). Moreover, we set
V := f(z; ) 2 T X; 1 6= 0; n = 0g:









2 EX (m)p0 with @
0 := (@z1 ; : : : ; @zn 1), set









EXP has irregularities at most IrrV P along V .
x 3. Irregularities and Inverse Image
In this section, we shall investigate the relation of irregularities and inverse image
for coherent E -Modules. First, we state the following:
3.1. Condition.  is a subset of T X such that _ is a C-conic closed regular
involutory complex submanifold of _T X.
3.2. Condition.   T X satises Condition 3.1, and if we set M :=  \
T MX, _M is a closed regular involutory submanifold of _T

MX, and
_ is a complexica-
tion of _M .
Then we quote
3.3. Proposition ([7, Lemma 2.10], [28, Corollary A.4.5]). Let   T X be as
in Conditions 3.1 and 3.2, and N a d-codimensional closed real analytic submanifold
of M . Suppose that f : N ,! M is hyperbolic for . Set n := dimM = dimCX and
l := codimCTX . Then for any p0 2 N 
M
_M , there exist a conic neighborhood Up0
of
p0 in
_T X and a homogeneous symplectic transformation p0 on Up0 such that:
(1)  is a complexication of real homogeneous symplectic transformation on the set
Up0
\ T MX;
(2) local coordinates in p0
(Up0




Rn d  f0g   f // M _

Rn d  Rd
Y Cn d  f0g   f // X Cn d  Cd
and under these coordinates p0 and  are written as
(3.2) p0 = (0;
p 1 dx1) 2  = f(z; ); n l+1 =    = n = 0g:
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Moreover it follows that l > d.
By Remark 1.1 (1), we see that Y is non-characteristic for M 2 Dbcoh(DX) on a
neighborhood of N under the assumptions of Proposition 3.3 and ChM \ _T X  _.
Throughout this section, we suppose that all the assumptions in Proposition 3.3 are
satised. Therefore, we can use coordinates of (3.1) and (3.2). Set 1 := fd(f
 1
 ) 
T Y . Note that fd : f
 1
  ! 1.
3.4. Proposition. Assume that M has irregularities at most  along _, and
l = codimCTX  > d = dimC Y . Then MY has irregularities at most  along
_1.
x 4. Estimate of Microsupport
Let Df M and Db

M be the sheaves on M of Gevrey (ultradierentiable) functions
and of ultradistributions of class , respectively. Here and in what follows,  stands
for fsg with 1 < s < 1 or (s) with 1 < s 6 1 to indicate the Gevrey growth order,
and we understand that Df (1)M := C
1
M is the sheaf on M of functions of class C
1. In




M ) is called the sheaf on M of
ultradistributions of Roumieu type (resp. of Beurling-Bjorck type).




M are dened as follows: Let U  M








Then u(x) 2   (U ;Df fsgM ) (resp.   (U ;Df (s)M )) if for any K b U , there exist h > 0 such
that (resp. for any K b U and h > 0) pfsgh;K(u) < 1. By the system of semi-norms
fpfsgh;K(  )gh2R>0; KbU , we can endow each   (U ;Df

M ) with a natural locally convex
topology. Let V M be the sheaf onM of volume elements with coecients in Df

M . Then




Here the prime means the strong dual of a topological vector space, and the subscript c
means the sections with compact support. We refer to [18], [19] (and [20] in Japanese)
for an exposition of Df M and Db

M from the viewpoint of Algebraic Analysis.
As usual, we denote by CM the sheaf of Sato's microfunctions on T

MX. Let
C d;M and C

M be subsheaves of CM of microfunctions of regular class  and of class 
respectively; that is,




M ! CM );
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M ! CM ):
Here spM : 
 1
M BM ! CM is the spectral morphism. In particular, C fM := C (1)M is the
sheaf of temperate microfunctions, and C dM := C
d;(1)
M is the sheaf of microfunctions of
dierentiable class (see [1], Bony [5]). Note that C d;M and C

M are conically soft (even









_T MX=R>0 are soft (supple) sheaves. If 1 < s < t, as subsheaves we have
C d;(s)M  C d;fsgM  C d;(t)M  C d;ftgM  C dM  C fM  C ftgM  C (t)M  C fsgM  C (s)M  CM :
Let AM := OX



























M = 0 ( 6= 0). For the fundamental properties of C d;M and
C M , see for example [25] and [21].




  1 2 Q ( > 1);
1 ( = 1):
Let $ : TTMX
T X ' T TMX ! T MX be the canonical projection. Then the following
theorem is fundamental in this paper:
4.2. Theorem. Let   T X be as in Conditions 3.1 and 3.2, and M 2













 \$ 1( _T MX)  C _TMX();
provided that  = fsg with 1 6 s < r or  = (s) with 1 < s 6 r .
For the proof, we use
(a) a real quantized contact transformation (see Proposition 3.3),
(b) a result due to Aoki [2].
4.3. Corollary. Let   T X be as in Conditions 3.1 and 3.2, and M 2




M ))  T M \ CTMX( _ [ suppM );
SS(RHomDX(M ;Db

M ))  T M \ CTMX( _ [ suppM );
provided that  = fsg with 1 6 s < r or  = (s) with 1 < s 6 r .
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x 5. Cauchy and Boundary Value Problems
As in x 1, let N be a d-codimensional real analytic closed submanifold of M , Y a
complexication of N in X, and f : N ,!M (or f : Y ,! X) the embedding. Under the












M ;C N ):
under the non-characteristic condition. By virtue of these morphisms and the Cauchy-





























































5.1. Theorem (Cauchy Problem). Let   T X be as in Conditions 3.1 and
3.2, and M 2 Dbcoh(DX). Suppose that M has irregularities at most  along _, and






M ) ' RHomDY(Df





M ) ' RHomDY(Df













M ;Db N ):
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5.2. Remark. In distribution case ( = 1 and  = (1)), Theorem 5.1 is proved
in [7] (see x 6), and in hyperfunction case, we have only to assume the hyperbolicity
condition ([15], [16]). Moreover, we refer to [4] for the propagation of Gevrey singulari-
ties.
We denote by N : TNM ! N the normal bundle to N in M . Set for short
 := f  N : TNM !M:
Let N () and N () be the specialization and microlocalization functors along N re-
spectively. Then, we can obtain
5.3. Theorem. Let   T X be as in Conditions 3.1 and 3.2, and M 2
Dbcoh(DX). Suppose that M has irregularities at most  along
_ and f : N ,! M
is hyperbolic for . Let  = fsg with 1 6 s < r or  = (s) with 1 < s 6 r . Then:























By Corollary 4.3 and (5.1), we obtain:
5.4. Theorem (Boundary Value Problem). Let   T X be as in Conditions
3.1 and 3.2, and M 2 Dbcoh(DX). Suppose that M has irregularities at most  along _,
and f : N ,!M is hyperbolic for . Then it follows that:
RHomDX(M ; N (Df

M )) '  1N RHomDY(Df
M ;Df N );
RHomDX(M ; N (Db

M )) '  1N RHomDY(Df
M ;Db N );
provided that  = fsg with 1 6 s < r or  = (s) with 1 < s 6 r .
x 6. Remark on Regular-Singular Case
We inherit the notation form the preceding section. In this section, we treat the
case where  = 1 and  = (1) under Condition 3.1 only. By Kashiwara-Monteiro
Fernandes-Schapira [13], we obtain
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6.1. Theorem. (1) Let U be a conic open subset of _T X and  a closed C-
conic regular involutory submanifold of U . Let M 2 Modcoh(EX) on U . Suppose that
M has irregularities at most 1 along . Then
SS(RHom EX(M;C
f
M )) \$ 1(U)  CTMX()
(recall that $ : TTMX
T X ' T TMX ! T MX is the canonical projection).
(2) Let   T X be as in Condition 3.1, and M 2 Dbcoh(DX). Suppose that M
has irregularities at most 1 along _. Then
SS(RHomDX(M ;DbM ))  T
M \ CTMX( _ [ suppM ):
Let DbR{c(M) be the bounded derived category of R-constructible sheaves on M .
We denote by
T-NThom (;DbM ) = T-NTHM () : DbR{c(M) ! DbR>0(TNM)
the temperate specialization functor of distribution along N due to Andronikof [1]. Here,
DbR{c(M)
 is the dual of DbR{c(M), and D
b
R>0(TNM) is the subcategory of the bounded
derived category Db(TNM) of sheaves such that each cohomology is conic. In particular,
we set:
tN (DbM ) := T-NThom (CM ;DbM );
and denote by tN (DbM ) the Fourier-Sato transform of 
t
N (DbM ). Then, by Theorem
6.1, we can obtain:
6.2. Theorem. Let   T X be as in Condition 3.1, and M 2 Dbcoh(DX).
Suppose that M has irregularities at most 1 along _, and f : N ,!M is hyperbolic for
. Then:
RHomDX(M ; N (DbM ))

_TNM






and there exist the following isomorphisms:
RHomDX(M ;DbM )jN  //
o























RHomDX(M ; N (DbM ))  // 
 1






 1N=M is the dual of the relative dualizing complex !N=M .
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6.3. Remark. (1) We can prove same results as in Theorem 6.2 replacing DbM
by C1M ([31]).
(2) If N is a hypersurface, each section of HomDX(M ; 
t
N (DbM ))j _TNM is an exten-
sible mild distribution in the sense of Kataoka [17].
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